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Introduction 

Overview on the model 
RegCegEU+ is a set of regionalized, single country, deterministic, comparative-static CGE models 

which cover the EU Member Countries, Turkey and Western Balkans. Each country model depicts an 

open economy, import and export prices are driven by behavioral functions. 

Supply is represented by nested Constant Elasticity of Subsitution (CES) functions: substitution 

between value added and total intermediate input use; substitution between primary factors; 

Leontief composition of intermediate input use; substitution at the level of sector-by-sector 

intermediate input demands between regional, national and international origin. 

Final household demand is based on Linear Expenditure System (LES), distribution between final 

consumption and saving is based on a Cobb-Douglas (CD) type utility function. Households own 

primary factor from which they draw revenues, receive subsidies from regional government and net 

borrow from the rest-of-the-world, while paying regional and national income tax on primary factor 

earning. 

The regional government collects regional income taxes and receives a share of other national tax 

revenues. Their budget, after subsidies to households are paid, is distributed between savings and 

final demand according to a CD type utility function, final demand of the government is based on a 

LES. 

The national government collects all other taxes (national income tax, sales taxes, investment taxes, 

production taxes, taxes on primary factor use by industries), which can also be negative and thus 

represent subsidies and net borrows with the rest-of-the world. The benchmark revenue is 

distributed to the regions according to given historical shares, any changes are distributed according 

to population size of the region. 

Total investment demand in value is equal to regional savings. Investment demand for specific 

sectors is firstly based on fixed quantities which represent a share of investment demand in the 

benchmark situation; the remaining savings are then distributed by fixed shares. 

Final demand is sourced from regional, national and international origins according to a CES function 

(Armington assumption), supply is distributed to these destinations based on a Constant Elasticity of 

Transformation (CET) function. 

The model allows different market structure for primary factors: factors can be modeled completely 

immobile, sluggish based on a CET or fully mobile. Supply of labor can be represented by a wage 

curve, equally, labor prices can be fixed (sticky wages). The total capital stock in the economy can be 

either fixed, depreciated and update with new investment or the so-called DPSV-rule can be used. 

Further model features include net migration functions, and different closures for the household, 

government and trade accounts. 

The model comprises a component for projecting the SAM given a agricultural baseline and some 

macro drivers (GDP, population). The model is realized in GAMS and steered via a Graphical User 

Interface. The model can be used in stand-along modus or integrated in the CAPRI modeling system. 
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Background of the development of RegCgeEU+ and a GAMS version 
In the CAPRI-RD project (2009-2013), the team of Hannu Törmä from Finland was responsible for the 

development of a CGE template suitable to model rural development (RD) measures, drawing on the 

REGFIN model for Finland. In the deliverables D3.2.3 and D.3.3.3 of the CAPRI-RD project, that 

template and technical details about its implementation in GEMPACK are discussed in detail. A 

running GEMPACK version was developed, and already early in the project a technical solution to link 

GAMS and GEMPACK based models was designed and successfully tested in a link between CAPRI 

and REGFIN. GEMPACK is an established algebraic modeling language (AML) specialized in CGE 

modeling with a matching graphical user interface which facilitates many standard tasks related to 

CGE modeling. Equally, GEMPACK is a package with a long history and a large user community. 

AMLs such as GEMPACK and GAMS often use similar language concepts, in the specific case, both are 

based on a set driven concept which avoids to a larger extent using explicit loops. But differences 

between the languages are nevertheless many. The maintenance of a rather elaborated template 

such as regCgeEU+ for its application to almost 300 regions and a complex policy such as the second 

pillar of the EU Common Agricultural Policy asks clearly for an experienced GEMPACK modeler. More 

so, ensuring that the GEMPACK model interacts correctly with GAMS based modules in the rest of 

the CAPRI requires specialized technical expertise in both modeling languages, including knowledge 

about programs dealing with format conversion. Any serious changes to RegCgeEU+ require a 

GEMPACK license (the compiled standard template can however be used without a license). 

From a CAPRI system maintenance and development perspective, a GAMS based implementation of 

the regional CGEs clearly has a number of advantages. Most importantly, no format conversions and 

software changes are necessary to let the regional CGEs interact with the regional programming and 

other parts of the GAMS based CAPRI code. CAPRI developers with experience in GAMS stand a good 

chance to understand the GAMS code dealing with the regional CGEs. Changes in a GAMS based 

model template do not require a GEMPACK license or knowledge about GEMPACK. Existing features 

of the CAPRI GUI such as generating HTML based documentation of the GAMS code can be used also 

for the regional CGE layer. The coding standard developed in CAPRI-RD to support a modular 

structure and to decrease learning and maintenance costs can be directly used for the 

implementation of the template. 

Using GAMS for the CGEs comes however also with clear disadvantages. Firstly, GEMPACK includes a 

highly specialized solver for CGEs, and GEMPACK is specifically suitable to deal with models which are 

written in percentage form, probably mixed with equations/variables in levels or differences. 

Implementing these features in GAMS is much more cumbersome, most CGE templates realized in 

GAMS prefer therefore equations written in levels. The percentage change presentation in GEMPACK 

eases e.g. also the decomposition of effects. Secondly, the team responsible for the CGE layer in 

CAPRI-RD is more experienced in GEMPACK than in GAMS and no funds had been specifically 

allocated in the work plan for a GAMS based version, so that the actual conversion to GAMS was 

tackled by the team in Bonn. 

Despite obvious disadvantages of a GAMS based solution and the fact that the work program of the 

project did not foresee funds for coding in two languages, especially the project coordinator of 

CAPRI-RD promoted at least a parallel implementation of the CGEs in GAMS. The arguments above 

for a GAMS based implementation seemed to be serious enough to at least do first steps towards a 

GAMS based solution. The main aim was to get a more informed view about the costs of a GAMS 
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conversion and the overall pro and cons of both software solutions. The decision to do so was based 

on the assumptions that firstly previous developments of CGE templates in GAMS should allow for a 

rather fast conversion to GAMS. Secondly, past work to link models implemented in GAMS to Java 

based interface generators and the Java based exploitation tools of CAPRI should speed up the 

interface development. The actual development process of a working template took indeed only a 

few working days. 

Once the GAMS version was developed and operational, its concept and structure deviated from the 

GEMPACK template. 

File structure 

 

Graphic 1: General overview on structure 

The file structure consists of the following elements and is thought to support a clear separation of 

declarations and code performing data transformations or model runs: 

1. regcge.gms provides a stand-alone environment detached from the CAPRI simulation engine 

to calibrate the models, run test shocks or actual scenarios, both in single or multi-thread 

parallel execution mode. 

2. regcge\regce_templ.gms represent the model template, i.e. it defines the equations, 

variables and parameters used in the model template; the details are documented below. 

The underlying sets etc. are defined in regce\regcge_decl.gms. 

3. regcge\regce_ini.gms performs the model calibration, initializes the parameters used in the 

template such as tax rates, substitution elasticities, marginal budget shares etc. as far as 

possible from the given national and regional Social Accounting Matrices (SAMs). It defines 

from the SAMs starting values for the variables in the templates and test if the resulting 

variables and parameters provide together a calibrating model. It also comprises currently 

still code to rebalance the SAM. 
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4. Regcge\regcge_testShocks.gms defines a series of test shocks such as changes in total factor 

productivity or factor endowment to test the simulation behavior of the model. 

5. Regcge\regcge_runsim.gms runs a single policy experiment. 

The matching input data, currently only the SAMS, are stored in “dat\regcge”. Missing are currently 

data on unemployment at regional level. There a few other smaller programs discussed below. 

Initialization of parameters and starting values for variables 
The philosophy in CAPRI is to separate the task of model calibration from counterfactual runs, and if 

possible, to also separate the code for doing so. The template supports that idea: counterfactual runs 

load behavioral both parameters and start values generated by a separate calibration step. In order 

to do so, two approaches are chosen: 

1. Behavioral parameters such as shift and share parameters of CES/CET nests are stored in a 

GDX parameter from which they are loaded when a counterfactual run is started: 

 

2. GAMS code stores all endogenous variables in a multi-dimensional GAMS parameter 

(regcge\regcge_reg.gms). That parameter p_cgeRes from the calibration step, loaded as seen 

above at run time, is used (regcge\set_start_point.gms) to initialize the variables for a 

counterfactual run. The counterfactual run adds its results to that parameter and saves at it 

the end of the run to disk: 

 

These results can be loaded in the exploitation tools or in a GDX viewer (see also last chapter on the 

graphical user interface). 

Parallel execution 
The first possibility to solve the models is standard GAMS mode, i.e. the country models are solved 

one after another in the same GAMS process. Neither CONOPT nor PATH as the two recommended 

solvers currently support parallel execution, i.e. they only use one CPU. Accordingly, on most modern 

computers some cores will be idling if only a GAMS process is running on the machine. As in other 

parts of the CAPRI GAMS code, it looks hence inviting to allow as a second options to spawn several 

GAMS processes which execute simultaneously and solve the models in parallel. 

In order to do so, the programs firstly determines in which mode it is running: 
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In the modes “child” or “single”, the program will run a simulation or a range of predetermined test 

shocks. Whereas as the “mother”, it will start the child processes. The following snapshot of the code 

shows how that is accomplished: 

 

After that point, if there are no compilation errors, each country will be executed in its own GAMS 

process which runs the test shocks respectively a policy experiment. The mother process needs to 

know when the last model is solved. As seen above, the code generates for each country a flag file. 

That flag file is deleted at finalization of the child process. 

A mechanism is hence needed to let the mother process wait with further action until the last flag 

file is removed. That is achieved by a small Windows script which is also used in other parts of CAPRI: 
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Finally, the results from the individual processes need to be loaded and merged together which is 

done by the following code: 

 

After that point, p_cgeReg will comprise the results for all countries. 

Template 
The idea of the GAMS based implementation consists in translating as far as possible the existing 

GEMPACK template to a GAMS based one. That template should fulfill two major requirements. 

Firstly, CAPRI coding standards following D7.1 of CAPRI-RD, e.g. regarding naming conventions of 

GAMS symbols and file structure should be followed. As a consequence, the GAMS symbols do not 

carry the same name as in the GEMPACK template. Secondly, the template should be comparable to 

other existing CGE templates in GAMS to decrease learning costs. Specifically, to the extent possible, 

all equations and variable are written in levels as usually done in a GAMS template. Standard GAMS 

code is used and not MPSCGE. 

Generally, all quantity variables are expressed in constant Mio Euro 2005 and thus reflect the original 

SAMs entries. If possible, prices in the starting point are equal to unity. 

The template is written such it can be solved for individual countries separately, but also for several 

countries simultaneously opening up the possibility to link it to some trade presentation. 

Production system 
The underlying SAM comprises a symmetric I/O table where each industry produces one matching 

output. The production function chosen is rather standard: 

- A top level Leontief nest links the value-added aggregate and intermediate demand. 
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- Intermediate demand is Leontief, consisting of three CES linked sub-matrices (regional, rest-

of-nation, rest-world).1 

- The value added nest is a CES aggregate of capital, labor and land. Land is only present in 

agriculture and forestry. 

Figure 1 illustrates the production side nests. Note that in the equations, the scale was chosen such 

that the quantity of value added v_quantVA exactly equals the quantity of output v_quantProd, so 

that the former could be substituted out of the system. 

 

Figure 1: Production side nests and associated variable names 

The primal cost minimization problem of producer for a given production level q and input prices w, 

using input quantities x is described by the following equations, assuming a CES technology: 
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1
 The reader should note that the solution to have explicit input coefficient for imports from rest-of-the-nation 

and rest-of-the-world differs from the original templates developed by the Finnish team and documented in 
the CAPRI RD- deliverables D3.2.3 and D3.2.3 
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Assuming that the restriction is always binding, we can insert the restriction into the first equation of 

the first order conditions. Then the dual value  still need to be defined. Observing that  is in fact 

the output price (thus renamed from  to p), we add the zero profit condition for a constant returns 

to scale industry, which is “value exhaustion”, to obtain the following two behavioural model 

equations: 

 

        
  

  
 

 

   
      for each i = 1...n 

       
 

 

 

Those are the equations, which in their percentage-change forms should be familiar to CGE-

modelers, that we need to implement the CES-nest of value added in the code (note that it would be 

more convenient to substitute the substitution elasticity  for ). The former represents the 

conditional factor demand equations, the latter are called value-exhaustion conditions.  

Substitution between value added and intermediates 

The top nest defines at the on hand the demand for the primary factor aggregate2: 

 

At the other hand, it drives the total demand for intermediates: 

                                                           
2
 The reader should note that almost any variable in the system is scaled (division by .scale) to ease scaling for 

the solving and interpretation of possible infeasibilities which are due to the scaling in relative terms. 
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The related price index is defined as: 

 

The v_slackCge variable are present infeasibilities and should not exceed tiny thresholds (say 0.0001) 

in a final solution. They are only introduced in the model if the solver cannot find a feasible solution 

to the complete system, to ease analysis and interpretation of the solution. 

Value added nest: substitution between primary factors 

The demand for the individual primary factors capital, labor and land is described by the following 

equations: 
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The related price index is defined as: 

 

Primary factor taxes 

The industries pay per unit taxes on primary factors and receive subsidies for their use 

(p_primFacTax) which are added to the primary factor prices applicable for each industry 

v_pricePrimFacInd. Accordingly, the first-order-conditions for factor use are defined in share form as 

follows: 

 

The value of the primary taxes paid summed over all industries v_taxPrimFac in a region is thus 

defined as: 

 

Intermediate demand 

The intermediate demand is distributed to the individual sectors based on Leontief coefficients, and 

sourced from regional, national and international origin according to the Armington assumption: 
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As the input coefficient p_iCoeff are, as conventionally done, define in relation to total output, the 

p_intShare parameter captures the value of total intermediate demand in total output in the 

benchmark to relate the input coefficients to total intermediate demand. 

The related prices for each input coefficient aggregated over the three origins are defined as: 

 

The average price per unit of intermediate demand (entering the top level nest which substitutes 

between the value added aggregate and intermediates) is defined based on the Leontief coefficients: 

 

Further equations define aggregates of intermediate across sectors: 
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Please note that the RHS and LHS position of the terms have specific meanings in an MCP model. If 

LHS > RHS, the paired variable is driven to its lower limit. The economic meaning would be that if 

marginal costs exceed marginal revenues, the output drops to zero. 

As the technology implies constant return to scales, marginal and average production costs are equal 

so that the producer price v_priceProd is exhausted by the per unit costs for the value added 

aggregate (v_vaPrice as defined above) plus the costs for intermediate and per unit taxes on 

production p_taxProd: 

 

As the template could be applied to several countries simultaneously, the mapping sets r2_r0 and 

r0_r2 which regional units belong to a specific county cgeMsRun. 

Household 
The regional household draws first income from primary factors v_incPrimFacHou: 

 

Please note that firstly the primary factor endowment might not be fully used, i.e. the sum of the 

factor use over the industries might not be equal to the factor endowment and that secondly returns 

to factor use net of taxes in the industries need not be equal, depending on the factor market 

structure chosen. The reader should also note that formally taxes or subsidies on primary factor use 

(labor, land, capital) are paid/received by the production sectors. 
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The regional household pays local v_taxcIncLoc and national income tax v_taxIncSta on their primary 

factor revenues according to percentage tax rates p_taxIncLocRate and p_taxIncStaRate: 

 

The last term, the variable v_chgIncStaTaxRate is linked to a closure rule for the national state 

account which changes in the income tax rate charged by the central government. 

Additionally to primary factor income after income tax, the households receive income subsidies 

from the local government v_subsHouGovLoc, and net-borrowing from rest-of-the-world v_nebrHou 

such that total household income v_incHou is defined as: 

 

That income net of taxes and subsidies is spent on saving v_savHou and final consumotion v_cnsHous 

according to the (depending on the closure endogenous) saving rate, i.e. a CD utility function: 
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The reader should note that total final demand v_cnsHou is defined in constant terms (net of 

changes in the consumer price index v_cpi). 

Final demand demand v_quantPerCap is based on Linear Expenditure System (Stone-Geary-Utility 

function) and defined on a capita basis to reflect that net migration and thus population size is an 

endogenous variable: 

 

It is driven by the Armington prices v_priceArm which is weighted average price over purchases from 

the regional, rest-of-nation and rest-of-world market plus per unit sales taxes p_salesTaxRate. 

The LES demand system has two parameters per product: the pv_commit parameter describes the 

so-called commitments, i.e. quantities consumed independent of prices and income, and the 

marginal budget shares pv_margBudShare. The non committed income per capita 

v_nonComIncPerCap is defined as total regional house income minus savings divided by the 

population size minus the value of the commitments: 
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The population size in the calibration point is equal to p_popSize, the endogenous population size is 

hence given by adding net migration v_netMigr: 

 

The per capita consumption is aggregated to total by multiplication with the population size: 

 

Closure for the household 

Currently, three different closure rules are integrated: (1) by adjusting the saving rate, (2) by 

adjusting subsidies received from the government or (3) by adjusting net borrowing. 

 

Depending on the closure rule, certain variables are fixed or not (regcge\regcge_set_bounds.gms) 
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Migration 

The template allows for migration v_netMigr between regions, driven by the relation between the 

per capita household income v_incPerCap at regional and national level v_incPerCapN and a similar 

term for the employment rate (v_emplRate, v_emplRateN): 
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The last term ensures, driven by v_netMigrClosTerm, ensures that the sum of the net migration over 

the regions in a country is equal to zero and is linked to the following balancing equation: 

 

The net migration does not only update the population size, but also the work force and thus impacts 

labor markets and consequently also the employment rates in the regions: 

 

Per capita consumption and the employment rate as the variables driving net migration are defined 

in the four following equations: 
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Government 
The government is split into two regional levels: the national one and the regional ones. The national 

government collects all taxes except local income tax which defines its income v_incGovSta: 

 

The different parts of the tax revenue are defined as follows: 
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Currently, all tax rates with the exemption of the income tax rate and the primary factor taxes are 

defined as parameters and hence cannot be used in a closure rule. That can be easily changed, 

though. Primary factor taxes can be negative in which case they are interpreted as per unit subsidies. 

In order to reflect the fact that budgets for subsidies are often fixed, a budget envelope for a subsidy 

p_facSubBudget can be introduced: 

 

An increase in primary factor use as a response to the introduction of the subsidy will hence 

endogenously decrease the subsidy rate pv_primFacTaxRate to avoid implausible costs to the tax 

payer. 

The national government does not consume or invest directly, but only acts as a distribution agency: 
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The v_taxStateHelp variable distributes national tax income plus net borrowing - the national 

government budget imbalance (v_nebrGovSta) - to the local governments: 

 

The local government draws local income tax and receives its share of the central tax revenue as 

defined above plus transfer from the EU for RD measures: 

 

That local government income v_incGovLoc is distributed to subsidies paid to the local household 

v_subsHouGovLoc, and the sum of final consumption and savings v_cnsSavGov: 
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The local government distributes the income not distributed to the households according to a CD 

function to consumption and savings based on possibly endogenous saving rate p_savRateGov, once 

exogenous savings (= investment activities of the governments) are taking into account: 

 

Total final demand by the government v_cnsGov is then the residual: 

 

The demand is based on a LES system, once exogenous demand shocks are considered: 
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Closure rules for the government account 

Three different closures are implemented: (1) adjustment of the saving rate, (2) adjustment of net 

borrowing or (3) adjustment of the state income tax rate. 

 

Depending on the closure rule, certain variables in the model are fixed or not (see 

regcge\regcge_closure.gms): 
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Savings and investment 
The total budget for non-exogenous investments v_invBudget defined as follows: 

 

The distribution of household and government savings to individual commodities v_quantInv is based 

on fixed investment quantities p_fixedInv which are identical to the share of the original SAM values 
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and strictly positive shares p_invShare, however taking into account that investment shock 

p_shockInvGov might be introduced for the local government: 

 

The fixed part is introduced to avoid problems with negative investment entries in the SAM. In the 

latter case, an overall increase in investment demand will trigger further disinvestment in the sector 

with negative SAM entries. That might cause a rather implausible overall simulation behavior, as 

these sectors then become Giffen-goods if household and/or government income increases. 

Endogenous capital stocks 

There are two options to endogenize the capital stocks: the DPSV rule with sector specific 

investments into sector specific capital stocks or a simplified structure where total investments 

augment the regional capital stock. 

DPSV 

If the DPSV investment rule is used, expected returns to adjusted capital stocks of the industries 

drive the distribution of investment to the industry specific capital stocks. The basis of the 

distribution is the assumption that the aggregate investor will ensure that gross investments in all 

industries generate equal expected economic returns (or the investment drops to zero). That 

expected return corrects for the depreciation (difference between gross and net investment), but 

also a prudency factor which accounts for size of the planned gross investment v_grossInv in relation 

to the exogenous starting capital stock p_capStock. That prudency factor is applied to the change in 

the returns to capital: 
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The per unit price of investment v_priceInv is defined as: 

 

Total saving and investments are simple quantity aggregators and must be balanced by adjusting the 

expected returns to capital: 

 

 

The starting capital stock p_capStock minus depreciation plus gross investment v_grossInv and 

investment shocks defines the capital stocks v_capStock used by the industries: 
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The price for investment in each industry is defined by: 

 

Market clearing 

Factor mobility 

The model allows to use immobile factor (= primary factors are fixed at sectoral level), sluggish factor 

mobility according to a CET function and fully mobile factor: 

 

If a factor is defined fully mobile (member of set mf), the prices across the factors are identical: 
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In case of a sluggish factor (set sf), the distribution of factors to sector is based on a CET function 

based on primary factor returns net of taxes: 

 

The related price aggregator is defined as: 

 

The two equations for sluggish factors define implicitly a non-linear aggregator for factor use. In 

opposite so that, in case of fixed or fully mobile factors, simple linear aggregators are used: 
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Primary factor supply 

The primary factors markets for land, capital and labor operate differently. 

 

Lower bounded factor prices 

The labor markets work alternatively with the assumption of sticky wages, i.e. the wage rate is lower 

bounded. That will normally mean that the labor endowment is not fully used, driving the 

employment rate which impacts net migration. Note that in the MCP formulation of the model, the 

wage rate can increase to the point where the market operates as if under a market clearing price. 

 

Wage curve 

The wage curve describes the relation between the employment level and the relation between the 

real wage rate, i.e. the returns to labor divided by the consumer price index: 

 

Where the consumer price index is defined as: 
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Beware that the template drive the employment rate, so the elasticity must be negative and typically 

much large than one related to unemployment. 

Sector specific endowments 

The third alternative uses sector specific endowments so that also marginal returns to factors before 

taxes might deviates between sectors. That format can be used for all three factors and the standard 

way to operate the land market: 

 

Common factor pool (sluggish or fully mobile factors) 

Total factor supply v_primFacUseTot depends on the specification for the different factors: 

 Land supply is current always fixed (= p_primFacEnd). 

 The labor force is either fixed, reacts according to the wage curve (see equation above, 

equation below not used) and can be updated by net migration. Further on, when fixed, 

either the employment rate can be kept at the benchmark level or full employment can be 

enforced. 

 The capital supply is either fixed, i.e. equal to the sum of the sector specific stocks in the 

benchmark, the benchmark stock is depreciated and updated by total investment, or sector 

specific stocks are generated based on the DPSV rule (equation is not used): 
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Commodities 

Final demand and CET for supply 

Final demand in any region is the sum of household, government and investment demand. The total 

final quantity demanded, v_quantArm, is sourced from regional, national and international markets 

following the Armington approach, using a CES function to determine the shares of each market 

depending on the relative prices. Similarly, on the production side, local output is transformed to 

regional, national and international sales using a CET function. The demand structure and the 

product transformation are illustrated in figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Demand structure and transformation of local output. 

Final demand 

Final demand v_quantArm consists of final demand by the local household v_quantHou, the local 

government v_quantGov and local investment demand v_quantInv: 

 

The average price v_priceArm is defined via the following equation: 
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Please note that the international price in the model in defined in international currency and driven 

by iso-elastic functions (see above). The exchange rate v_exrChgRate is defined in international 

currency (e.g. US$) per local currency (e.g. €). It converts the international US$ price this in the local 

currency € price. If the local currency devaluates, the exchange rate drops (less U$ per €) and import 

and export prices defined in local currency increase. That triggers less imports and exports and thus 

helps to drive the balance of trade towards zero. 

The distribution of final demand to three origins (regional, national, international) is derived from the 

first order conditions from utility maximization expressed in share form: 
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National market balance 

The national market must balance deliveries from the regions to the national market (v_napExp) and 

final and intermediate demand from the regions for national products: 

 

The total intermediate demand for rest-of-the nation production v_quantIntNN of each is sector is 

defined as seen below: 
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CET transformation of output 

The related producer price v_priceProd must exhaust the revenues from intermediate regional use 

and selling of final demand on three regional level (domestic, national, international) according to 

the following price definition: 

 

As above for the rest-of-the-nation, total intermediate demand from regional industries 

v_quantIntRN for each sector is defined as: 

 

The first order conditions of profit maximization according to the CET transformation lead to the 

following share equations: 
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International exports and imports 

The prices of the international exports and imports in foreign currency drive export demand and 

import supply based on an iso-elastic function: 
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The function use aggregates which are defined for the imports as follows: 

 

 

Similar equations are introduced for exports: 

 

The elasticities can be set to zero to work with fixed import and export prices in foreign currency. 

Balance of trade 

The balance of trade is defined in the international currency, it shows the differences between 

international export revenues and the costs of international imports, both for each sector and in the 

aggregate: 
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Please note that the model distinguishes between imports for final demand v_intImp and imports for 

intermediate input use v_equantIntIN. Again, the latter is aggregated over individual industries: 

 

The current account balance is defined in local currency and shows net borrowing of the regional 

households and the central government: 

 

The current account balance, converted in international currency, depending on the closure, can be 

equal to the trade balance: 

 

The closing is achieved by adjusting the real exchange rate and, implicitly, also by adjustments in net 

borrowing. The exchange rate can be alternatively fixed so that the current account and trade 

balance might deviate. 

Model calibration 
The model calibration part comprises quite some code lines, a larger part is however related to 

rebalancing the SAM to overcome problems such as negative net returns to primary factors in the 
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current release. It can be expected that these problem will not be present in the final release, so that 

these part can be commented out later. 

The general idea is to use for calibration the very same equations as during simulation runs based on 

closure swaps. The commitment parameters found in the LES demand system, to give an example, 

are defined formally as variables in GAMS. By fixing the final consumption quantities, the behavioral 

equations are used to define the commitments in a separate model 

 

As follows: 

 

Similar models are used to define the share and shift parameters. 

Test shocks 
In order to test the functioning of the template, a serious of standard test shocks is coded in GAMS in 

the program regcge\testShocks.gms. The shocks are tested for each country separately to ease 

location of possible problems with underlying data and parameters, such as very small value shares: 

 

There are currently four sets of shocks defined which can be switched on via the user interface: 
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And finally, shocks based on rural development measures 

The first set of shocks with change total factor productivity looks as follows: 

 

The shocks are implemented separately for each industry actInd. First, all model variables are rest to 

the calibration point (regcge\set_start_point.gms) and appropriate bounds are added 

(regcge\regcge_set_bounds.gms). Before the model is solved, the shift parameter of the production 

function in each region for the industry chosen actInd is increased by 10%. Afterwards, the model is 

solved (the helper program regcge\solve_model.gms) as discussed above. The results are stored in a 
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parameter (regcge\regcge_rep.gms) for the specific shock so that they can be inspected later with 

the interface and with a GDX viewer. 

Afterwards, the shift parameter is rest to its original value and the some basic information stored, 

with the main focus currently in feasibility. 

In a similar fashion, the factor endowments are changed and investment shocks run. The fourth set 

of shocks looks differently: it switches in each experiment a specific type of RD-shock on and 

introduces a shock equal to 10% of the historic budget spent for the measures related to that shock. 

As the RD shocks change tax rates and I/O coefficients, these are re-initialized to the calibration 

point. Afterwards, the shocks defined (see next section) and the simulation performed. 

 

As discussed below, the interface allows selecting the shocks and countries to run. 

Policy simulations 
For policy simulations, the model loads the behavioral parameters from a GDX container along with 

the results from the calibration run. From the results, starting points for the variables are derived and 

appropriate bounds introduced. Without a shock, the model should be in perfect balance after that 

initialization. 
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The reader should however note that the model is calibrated against a certain unemployment rate. If 

the labor market is set to full labor mobility and market clearing prices, the wage rate will drop and 

the unemployment rate driven to zero. With that setting, the model will hence not be able to recover 

the calibration point. 

The assignment of RD related policy shocks follows the logic discussed in D3.2.3. In order to 

document the GAMS code and to avoid possible misinterpretation, for the different group of 

measures, the chosen solution is discussed below. 

Processing the budget data 
In a first step, the budget data provided by Janet Dwyer’s team where transferred into a GAMS table, 

maintaining the original labels. 

The different measures are documented with long texts in a set 

 

Additional sets define the years with observations (rdYears), regional labels used (nutsRd) and the 

amount stemming from the EU or the national budget (bud). 

 

In order to assign the budget data to specific shocks, the list of shocks is defined 

(policy\rd_shocks.gms): 
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The different measures present in the budget data base are mapped to these shocks based on a 

matching set definition: 

 

In order to avoid that measures are assigned twice or not assigned at all, a sequence of statements 

checks that each measure is exactly assigned once and abort program execution in a case of an error: 

 

The budget data are than aggregated over the base period of the SAM (2004-2006), assigning to the 

regional labels used in CAPRI: 

 

Based on that information, appropriate shocks are introduced in the CGEs. 

Human capital investment in agriculture 
The measures 111  "Vocational training, information actions, including diffusion of scientific 

knowledge and innovative practices for persons engaged in the agricultural, food and forestry 
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sectors", 114  "Use by farmers and forest holders of advisory services", 115 "Setting up farm 

management, farm relief and farm advisory services, as well as forestry advisory services",  132  

"Supporting farmers who participate in food quality schemes", 133 "Supporting producer groups for 

information and promotion activities for products under food quality schemes", 142  "Setting up of 

producer groups", 143  "Provision of farm advisory and extension services in Bulgaria and Romania", 

331 "Training and information for economic actors operating in the field covered by Axis 3" are 

thought to help farmers to save production costs and are modeled as an increase in total factor 

productivity in agricultural in combination with an increased demand of state for education. The 

global variable ftpFactor which can be set via the interface determines by how € output increases per 

of € spend on the measure. 

 

Human capital investment outside of agriculture 
That group of measures aims to generating jobs in rural economy and is modeled by dividing the 

budget between a subsidy to capital use for non-agricultural sectors and an increase in government 

investments in those sector, assuming that the related output boosts which draws labor in these 

sectors is stronger than the substitution effects between factors. Equally, TFP for these sectors is 

increased by a certain share of the budget spend: 
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Capital subsidies to food processing 
That shock is related to the measures 123 “Adding value to agricultural and forestry products” and 

implemented in the same fashion: 

 

Investment in agriculture 
The three measures 121 "Farm modernisation", 131 “Helping farmers to adapt to demanding 

standards based on Community legislation" and 141 "Supporting semi-subsistence farms undergoing 
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restructuring" are modeled as direct increase of the capital stock of agriculture plus a  increase in 

TFP: 

 

Increase in state demand for construction 
The measures 321 "Basic services for the economy and rural population", "322/323" "Village 

renewal" and 323 "Conservation and upgrading of the rural heritage" are implemented as an 

increase of the government demand for construction: 

 

Income subsidies 
The measures 113 (early retirement) and 112 (support for young farmers) are simply 

implemented as a transfer of government money to the local household: 

 

Agri-environmental measures 
The measures 214 (Agri-Environmental Programs),"215-6" (Animal welfare), 216 (Support for non-

productive investments), 220 (???) and 224 (Natura 2000 payments) are treated as a subsidy to land 

in agriculture and combination with a TFP reduction (extensification), i.e. a reduction in the 

intermediate input coefficients: 
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Land subsidies to agriculture 
The measures "211-213", (Less Favored Areas), are treated as land subsidies to agriculture: 
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Land subsidies to forestry 
Similarly, the measures 221 (First afforestration of agricultural land), 222 (First establishment of 

agroforestry systems on agricultural land), 223 (First afforestration of non-agricultural land), 225 

(Forest environment payments) and 226 (Restoring forestry potential and introducing prevention 

actions) as well as 227 (Support for non-productive investments) are treated as subsidies to forestry 

land: 

 

Similar statements as in the case of agriculture prevent implausible per unit subsidy rates. 

Capital subsidies to agricultural and forestry 
The measures "122/123/225" "Improving the economic value of the forest", 125 "Improving and 

developing infrastructure related to the development and adaptation of agriculture and forestry", 

126 "Restoring agr. production potential damaged by natural disasters and introducing appropriate 

prevention actions" and "321/125" "Improving and developing infrastructure related to the 

development and adaptation of agriculture and forestry" are modeled as capital subsidy to 

agriculture and forestry: 
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Production subsidies to services 
The subsidies are paid to the three service sectors in the model (trade and transport, hotel and 

restaurants, other services). The capture the measures 311 "Diversification into non-agricultural 

activities", 312 "Support for the creation and development of micro-enterprises" and 313 

"Encouragement of tourism activities". By reducing production costs, the boost the output these 

sectors which consequently will also use more production factors (capital, labor). 

 

Budget transfer from EU to local government 
The budget transfers from the EU are aggregated and added to the income of the regional 

government: 

 

Post model processing 
All endogenous variables from the model are stored on a multi-dimensional parameter in 

regcge\regcge_rep.gms: 
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Etc. 

The program also aggregates all regional results to the national level, e.g. 

 

Welfare analysis and its decomposition 
As usually done in CGEs, the welfare measurement used is the equivalent variation based on the final 

consumption of the household, derived from the LES demand system and taking into account 

changes in the consumer price index: 

 

In order to analyze easier which price and quantity changes provoke the EV, a first round of an 

(approximate) decomposition looks at the effect of the consumer price changes. Before the loop, all 

prices are set to the calibration run. Afterwards, the prices are one after another increased to the 

simulation results, and the resulting EV at unchanged household income is calculated: 
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In a similar fashion, the effect of changes in the factor price and factor use on the household is 

calculated: 

 

The results can be inspected in the user interface, see below. 
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Helper programs 
There are further small helper programs: regcge\solve_model.gms solved the model first with 

CONOPT as a NLP and then as a MCP with PATH, with several trials. 

CONOPT seems to be generally faster in finding a solution and also more stable when used in NLP 

mode. The NLP solution works fine as long as variables do not hit logical bounds which represent a 

KKT-relation. The sticky wage representation is such a case: it is defined as inequality to allow solving 

the model as a NLP, by fixing the wage rate to the predetermined lower limits. However, the NLP 

might become infeasibility once the unemployment rates drops to zero.  

In case of infeasibilities, a solution listing is produced: 

 

Etc. 

These results can be used to define start values for the model in the program 

regcge\set_start_point.gms, which basically reverts the statements from the program above: 

 

Etc. 

If correctly set-up, the second file should generate a starting point free of infeasibility if no further 

shocks are introduced in the model. 

The same file also introduces manual scaling for all variables and equations in the system to help 

solving and lead to a more sensible interpretation of feasibility and optimality related solved settings.  

Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
The GUI of the stand-alone version of RegCgeEU+ in GAMS is based on an interface building toolkit 

developed by Wolfgang Britz in Java and used also for other smaller GAMS based projects. It uses a 

small text file to define user operable controls. The states of these controls are converted into GAMS 

code stored in a file which can be included. The interface builder incorporates the CAPRI exploitation 

tools including the XML based view definition. 

The current interface allows for three tasks: 

1. Calibrating the model 
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2. Running a policy experiment 

3. Running a series of pre-defined shocks 

After the first scenario definition files are available, a third task to run these will be added. 

The interface can be started by clicking on “gui\regcge.bat” if Java is installed in the standard 

directory the following interface opens: 

 

The left hand side allows selecting the task to run. The right hand side is split in three parts: the 

upper part comprises task specific controls, typically on several panes, the middle part a range of 

bottom to interact with GAMS or to load results, and the bottom part tracks the output from GAMS. 

Entering directory information 
Before the interface can be used after an update (respectively checkout) of the latest CAPRI version 

comprising REGCE, the correct paths must be entered in the interface (as in the CAPRI GUI): 
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Equally, GAMS related setting should be updated: 

 

Please note that due to actual (sticky wages) or implicit inequalities (endogenous capital stocks) in 

the current equation structure, the model cannot be solved in all cases successfully with a NLP solver. 

If the model runs against these bounds, a MCP solver is necessary. It is possible that the MCP version 

can be dropped in most production runs where shocks should be generally small enough to avoid 

running against bounds. By using simpler market structures (see below), the chance to solve the 

model solely based on NLP is much higher. 

Calibrating the model 
The user can, as seen from below, change the behavioral parameters of the model and, by pressing 

“start gams”, perform a calibration of the model against the given SAM based on the chosen 

parameters. The results of the calibration run will stored on disk and automatically loaded when a 

shock is started. 

The following parameters can be set: 

 The prudency parameter for the DPSV investment rule and the wage curve elasticity 
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 Armington substitution elasticities and marginal budget shares of final demand for each 

industry 

 

 Primary factor substitution elasticities and CET transformation elasticities for each industry 

 
 Transformation elasticities between factor (only used if sluggish factor market are used) 

 

Model variants 
Model variants can currently be generated regarding: 

 Net migration: can be switched off 
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 The subsidies paid for factor use can be modulated to exhaust the existing budgets so that 

total spending does not increase if factor use is expanding in a simulation. 

 Different market structures for primary factor markets 

 Different closure rules for the household and government account and the current account 

balance 

 

These settings are available both for test shocks and policy scenarios. The reader should note that 

switching the labor market to “Fully mobile labor with fully employment” will even without any 

further shock provoke a response of the model against the calibration run. The model is calibrated 

against a given rate of unemployment. 

Options for factor supply 

Capital supply / investments 

The three options are shown below. They had been discussed above 

 

Labor markets 

Four different market structures supported as seen below. Sticky wages prevent a drop of the wage 

rate below the calibration point, thus typically provoking unemployment. The wage curve links the 

labor force by an elasticity to the relation between the wage rate and the consumer price index, a 

mechanism argued to be provoked by the negotiation power of the labor unions. 
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Options for factor mobility 

 

Note: If the DPSV rule is used, the sector specific capital stock is calculated based on that rule, and 

the choice of factor mobility for capital has no effect. 

Model closures 

Current account resp. trade balance: 

 The exchange rate can be used to balance current account and the trade balance. 

 Alternatively, foreign borrowing of the government can be used 

 Alternatively, the two balances can also be kept detached, i.e. both the exchange rate and 

foreign borrowing are fixed. 

 

Household account 

The household account can either be driven by adjusting spending (= final demand and saving), by 

adjusting the saving rate at fixed real consumption expenditures, or by adjusting foreign borrowing 

at fixed real consumption expenditures: 

 

Government account 

The closures for the government account are shown below. Please note that the foreign borrowing 

by government cannot be simultaneously used to close both the government and the trade balance. 

The model will throw an error in that case. 
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Running test shocks with the model 
The GAMS code for a test shocks can be started from the GUI. 

Selecting the chocks 

 

The screenshot above shows the tab to select the shocks to run when the task “Run shocks” is 

selected. The user might select up to three types of shocks: 

1. Total factor productivity increases by 10%, separately for each sector, but simultaneously for 

all regions 

2. Total factor productivity increases by 50%, separately for each sector, but simultaneously for 

all regions 

3. Increasing the factor endowments by 10 %, separately for each factor, but simultaneously for 

all regions 

4. An increase in the investments demand by 50% (if positive) for each sector, but 

simultaneously for all regions 

5. An shock for each type of RD measure of 10% of the historic budget spend. 
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Starting the shocks 

 

The user can select the countries to test. Equally, he might run the model in single or multiple thread 

mode. The results are always stored as “TestShocks”. 

Running a policy experiment 

 

The “Scenario description” field shows the available scenario files from the “pol_input” directory 

starting with “cge_”. It thus defines 

 Which GAMS file is included from the “pol_input” directory, similar to the way the general 

CAPRI system works. That GAMS file defines the shock to run. 

 Equally, the GDX with the results will be stored under that name. 

As above, the user can select for which countries the model should run. Equally, he can run the 

model in single or multiple thread mode. 
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The policy file is supposed to define a vector of shocks in the definition of the template. The 

discussion on the RD measures above shows one simple way to do so: one set-up budgets for the 

different measures (or directly for the shock) category for each region. 

Two pre-defined examples are stored: 

 One with zero changes to test replication of the base (cge_rdNoChg) 

 One with a 10% increase in all RD measures (cge_rd_plus10) 

In both cases, it is assumed that the effects of the ex-post measures found in the data on budget 

spent, including effects on government budgets, are already incorporated in the SAMs and thus the 

baseline. The zero change example hence looks as follows: 

 

It can be used to check if the model is correctly calibrated. The 10% increase is defined as: 

 

These policy files equally define the share of investment related shocks which decrease the capital 

tax rate or increase government demand, and the TFP multiplier for such shocks. 

Inspecting results 
In order to view the results, click on “Exploit results”: 

 

The interface will load the results in the CAPRI exploitation tools, offering a set of tables, grouped as 

follows: 
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Generally, the user guide to the CAPRI GUI (http://www.capri-model.org/docs/Gui2011.pdf) can be 

used to work with the tables. Maps and further information can be added later quite easily. The 

structure is set up such that the reporting and exploitation part can be later easily integrated in the 

CAPRI system. 

Current results shown in the interface 

The reader can expect that the number of tables, their specific content and presentation form to 

change rapidly as serious application will reveal which information is necessary to analyze the results. 

Meta 

“Meta” shows three tables: 

 The first one reports technical details (number of iteration, possible infeasibilities etc.) on the 

model run. A higher sum of infeasibilities in the MCP solution hints at serious problems so 

that results cannot be used. 

 The second one reports most behavioral parameters which are sector/commodity specific. At 

the regional level, the parameters should be normally unchanged between runs which are 

compared. The only exceptions are sensitivity experiments with identical shocks to analyze 

how different parameters impact model behavior. 

 The third one reports behavioral parameters which are non-sector/commodity specific. 

 

http://www.capri-model.org/docs/Gui2011.pdf
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Welfare analysis 

The welfare analysis reports the population, net migration, real factor income per capita, the 

consumer price index the EV in total or per capita by country or for all regions: 
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and offers a decomposition by price and factor quantities / prices of the EV: 

 

Equally, maps for certain items can be drawn: 
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Policy and shocks 

These groups reports the absolute changes introduced by the RD shocks: 

 

And they related RD measures: 
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Accounts 

The goup “Accounts” offers account for the balance of trade, households, the central and local 

government: 

  

 

 

The results for the household are also available on a per capita basis. 

Prices 

The group “prices” offers tables relating to the industries (product prices), factors in average of the 

region and factor prices by industry: 
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Markets 

The tables grouped under “market” report under “production” production quantities and where 

they are sold. 

 

The final demand composition is shown under “final demand”: 
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Whereas its origins are reported under “armington”: 

 

The last table in that group reports the “primary factors”: 

 

Production sectors 

The first table report “primary factor use by industry”: 

 

Followed by one on the capital stocks 
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The third one shows intermediate input use: 

 


